
Oak Leaf Gates





At Oak Leaf Gates we specialise in creating the ultimate

entrance for any home - beautiful gates in solid oak, made

individually for your home and built to last for generations.

Our story began in 1992 when the Oak Leaf Gates team of

craftsmen began designing, producing and installing solid oak

gates.

We have been committed from the start to the highest

standards in craftsmanship and design and we only work in

solid, well seasoned English and European oak from

sustainable sources.

This brochure shows our range of designs, each of which can be

customised for you, and it is important to remember that Oak

Leaf Gates can also create unique designs specific to your home.

All our gates are suitable for automated opening systems.

Make an entrance with Oak Leaf Gates
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The tongue and groove boarding of the Kinnersley

gate gives a pleasing simplicity to the design.

This gate is fully boarded to create complete

privacy and an even greater sense of security.

Our specially designed, stainless steel hinge

system means all our gates can be mounted very

close to their piers for guaranteed privacy.

The Kinnersley

Kinnersley – rising curve Kinnersley – falling curve

Kinnersley – straight (front) Kinnersley – straight (internal view)
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Kinnersley – rising curve Kinnersley – straight (with garden door)

Kinnersley – straight Kinnersley – swept top (weathered)
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The Kinnersley

Kinnersley – top hinge detail

Kinnersley – straight (internal view)

Kinnersley – rebate detail

Kinnersley – brace detail (weathered)

Kinnersley – rebate detail

Kinnersley – bespoke centre style detail
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The Monnington has been designed with raised panels for an

impressive frontage. This gate is panelled both sides giving the

same impressive view from outside and within the property.

As with all our entrance gates, the Monnington can have a falling

curve top, a rising curve top or a straight top.

The Monnington

Monnington – top rail detail Monnington – straight (weathered) Monnington – top rail detail



Belmont – rising curve Belmont – falling curve Belmont – straight
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The partial boarding of the Belmont gives a lovely

welcoming effect where privacy is not so much of

an issue. The traditional feel of this design, with its

hint of the countryside, has made it very popular.

The Belmont
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Belmont – rising curve (front) Belmont – rising curve (internal view)

Belmont – rising curve Belmont – falling curve (internal view)
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The Belmont

Belmont – bespoke centre style detail Belmont – rising curve (sliding)

Belmont – falling curve (weathered) Belmont – detail (weathered)
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Two more partially boarded gates, the Berrington

and the Stretton, use spindles in the upper

sections instead of the flat palings used in the

Belmont design.

The square spindles of the Berrington and the

round spindles of the Stretton give a lighter effect.

The Berrington and The Stretton

Stretton – falling curve Stretton – falling curve Stretton – straight

Berrington – falling curve

Stretton – straight





Brockhampton – falling curve Brockhampton – rising curve Brockhampton – falling curve
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The Arts and Crafts ethos has inspired the

Brockhampton gate whose openwork timber

gives security without spoiling your views.

Although designed with rural properties in mind,

the Brockhampton looks equally good in an urban

setting.

The Brockhampton
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Brockhampton – falling curve Brockhampton – straight

Brockhampton – rising curve Brockhampton – falling curve
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The Brockhampton

Brockhampton – rising curve

Brockhampton – detail Brockhampton – falling curve
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The Hampton gate has been designed with

grandeur in mind.  The greater solidity of the

design is lightened by the openwork timber which

is enhanced by a choice of gorgeous, handmade

ironwork for a truly individual effect.

The Hampton

Hampton Hampton – ornate Hampton
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Hampton Hampton – detail

Hampton – bespoke for castle Hampton – detail

The Hampton
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This gate uses four inch oak instead of the three

inches used in most of the Oak Leaf Gates

designs.

This makes the Moreton both heavier and

stronger, giving a powerful effect to the geometric,

timber and ironwork.

The Moreton

Moreton – detail Moreton – detail Moreton – centre style detail
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As the name indicates, this gate, made in four

inch oak, is inspired by the great English

architect, Sir Edwin Lutyens.

Lutyens designed a similar gate for the great

country house of Goddards, which he built in

Surrey at the end of the 19th century.

The Lutyens

Lutyens – detail Lutyens On the Chelsea stand May 2006
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Westhide – painted Aconbury – with hook

Aconbury – six bar Whitney – painted
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These gates come from a farming and country

estate tradition and reflect the single, straight top,

country gate look for a more rural effect.  

The choice ranges from the classic five bar gate,

the Aconbury, to the grander Hampton, 

a combination of oak and steel.

Estate

Hampton Bespoke – painted Bespoke – asymmetrical painted
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At Oak Leaf Gates we believe that garage doors

should be as beautiful as the rest of your home.

Nothing looks better than solid oak which never

goes out of style and gives excellent security. As

with our gates, our garage doors are also suitable

for automation.

Garage doors

Kinnersley garage doors on oakframed garage multiple garage doors on brick garages double garage doors (weathered)
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multiple garage doors on rendered garages multiple garage doors on rendered garages

garage door brace detail barn doors

Garage doors
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All our entrance gate designs are available as

proportionately smaller garden gates, fully or

partially boarded, with rising curve, falling curve

or straight tops. 

Garden gates

Belmont – rising curveBelmont – falling curve

Stretton – falling curvecontemporary
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Belmont – rising curve Brockhampton – falling curve
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Garden doors give privacy and security and can

be positioned in a wall, a hedge, at the rear or

alongside a house.

Our garden doors are available in any size or

shape and are made using the same substantial

construction as all our larger gates with a mortise

and tenon frame.

Garden doors

Kinnersley – straight Kinnersley – arched
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Monnington – rising curve

Kinnersley – straight (internal view)

Kinnersley – straightMonnington – rising curveKinnersley – round top with window 
and Charles Collinge hinges
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Garden doors

Kinnersley – pair round top Kinnersley – pair round top (internal view)
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garage door frame Whitney post

Lyde post Breinton post (weathered)

We supply all the necessary posts, frames and

jambs in oak to suit your gates.

The Dewchurch post has a simple, four way,

sloping top, the Breinton has a half round top and

chamfered edges while a grander effect is

created by the Lyde and Vowchurch posts.

Posts, Frames and Jambs
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door jambs and knocking strips Breinton post Lyde post

Upton post large Dewchurch post large Vowchurch post
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stainless steel straphand made reversible band curved hand made strap

Hampton hand made strapstainless steel strap hand made ornate strap for Lutyens
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We will specify the best hinge to

suit each design, ranging from

hand made strap hinges to cast

iron ‘Charles Collinge’ hinges or

our specially designed system in

stainless steel.  All the fixings are

high grade stainless steel.

hinges

hand made straight strap

hand made for Moreton

hand made cranked

stainless steel strap for solid boarded gates

stainless steel
hinge detail

Kirkpatrick bandhand made hinge
and pin

hand made
hinge
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We provide a wide range of traditional,

black, ironmongery, from cabin hooks

and drop bolts to ornate ring latches and

five lever deadlocks.  We will

recommend the best for your gates and

our blacksmith can also make bespoke

pieces.

ironmongery

escutcheon

cabin hook and ring latch

door bolt

cabin hook on oak post
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ring latch ring latch reverse

heavy weight ring latch ornate ring latch
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We only use oak which has been seasoned

naturally and which comes from well managed

and sustainable English and European sources.

Oak is one of the finest and most beautiful

hardwoods and our solid oak gates can be left to

weather to a natural, silvery grey.

We also provide a choice of finishes, which

include oils and high build wood stains such as

Sikkens, which show the natural beauty of the

wood and, if well maintained, will keep the gates

looking superb for many years.

Materials and
finishes

finest quality oaksawn seasoned oak

stainless steel fixings
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painted tung oil left to weather Sikkens

painted weathered weathered Sikkens
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Oak Leaf Gates has built its reputation on

supplying the whole package to the highest

standards, from design and production to

installation.

We work closely with our clients to create the

gates or doors which are best suited to their

needs and which will sit beautifully with the

appearance of their homes and gardens.

We can supply gates from our range in the

brochure or we can create a bespoke product

which will be unique to you.

After a site visit, we will provide detailed drawings

to give you a clear picture of how your gate will

look.  We can install gates on brick or stone piers,

in walls, in fences or in hedges and all our gates

can be fitted with automated opening systems.

The process

approval drawing

finished project

site survey

working drawing





The Workshops    Pomona Farm    Bartestree    Herefordshire    HR1 4BQ
tel 01432 850100    fax 01432 853097    email sales@oakleafgates.co.uk




